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Abstract

Many bus inessJ leidero, goveAment officials, and edUcators belive
that high techno ogy will dominate America's economic future, will

Iupgrade the ski l requirements of future jobs, land will require a
transformation f our educational system to meet these/ needs. Despite ,

the popularity f these beliefs, available evidence contradicts thent:
1the expansion f the lowest skilled jobs in the American econonty will

vastly outs t p the gXowth of high technolOgY, ones; Ind the
proliferation of high technology industries and theilr products is .far
more likely to reduce the iskill requirements of jobs, i the U.S. economy,
than to upgr de them: /Nonetheless, the educatiOnal system-should,
etrengthen t e analytical and communicative skillis of students, not
i;ecause of he needs Of high technology, but beca1 utile such skills will
help them d al with the changing political,.ecOnomic, social, and
cultural ins itutions they 1414 face in their adult Javes.
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New advances in technologyin genetic engineering, i robotics, and

particularly in computersare transforming the lives of Americans in

ths home and the workplace. While the micro-computer hSs signalled the /

arrival of "high-rechnology" in the home, many observers believe that
1

its influence in the workplace will be even more profound. Not only do

industries producing micro-processors, robots, and the fruits of

bio-technorogy promise rapid growth in sales ancl employment, but 1

micro-computers and robots are also expected to transform other'

industries and occupations throughout the economy. One observer/

predicted that 40 to 50 percent of all American workers will be using/
. 1

electronic terminals by 1990 (Giuliano 1982, p. 152).
I

Government leaders, Republican and Democrat allike, see the growth

of high-technology as one key to solving Moeric 's current economL
Iproblems. As President Reagan said in his State of he Union Address
/on

January 25, 1982:

...as surely assAmericans' pioneer spirit made us the
industrial giant of the 20th century, the same pioneer spirit
today is opening up another vast frontier of opportunitythe
frontier of high technology. In conquering this frontier, we
cannot write off our traditional industries, but must develop
the skills and industries that will maIçe us a pioneer of
tomorrow.

ryo"khoos.Busi lness 'eadSts have echoed this sentiment, cAlling. on the educational
'

system to the changes necesiary to provide enough skilled workers,

to fuel the growth of high technology. As Steven Jobs, co-founder ol

Apple Computer, recently stated in a speech at Stanford University: "A

massive retraining /effort by government and private industry could

alleviate the problem of job skill obsolescence created by the expanding

computer industry" (Stanford Daily 1983).
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Policymakers have proposed vast changes in the educational system

to respond to these challenges. The proposed changes are based on the

belief that our high-technology future will require workers with more

sophisticated job skills. A recent publication from the Education

Commission of the States (1982) exemplifies this widespread belief:

Occupational growth throtighout the 1980s is projected to
expand most rapidly in the higher-skilled, technical
occupations. Tomorrow's workers will likely need improved
skills in the selection and conmmnication of information.
Many of today's skills considered to be of a "higher" level
are the potential basic skills of tomorrow (p. 1).

Such beliefs have prompted proposals to upgrade math and science

education in our nation's secondary schools, to place computers in all

elementary and secondary schools, and to generate $1 billion in new

support for high-technology education (Botkin, DimancescS, and Stata,

1983).

These beliefs are based on two assumptions. First, future job

growth in the United States will favor professional and technical level-

jobssuch as engineers and computer programmersthat require

considerable educatton and sophisticated training in computer-related

areas. Second, high technology will upgrade the skill requirements Of

existing jobs because workers in those jobs will work increasingly with

technologically sophisticated equipment, such as computers.

Despite the widespread propagation of these assumptions, both are

contradicted by available evidence. Most new jobs will not be in high

technology occupations, nor will ,the application of high technology in

-existing jobs require a vast upgrading of the skills of,:the American-1
vowlabor force. To the contrary, the expansion of the lowest skilled jobs

in the American economy will vastly outstrip the growth of high

technology ones. And the proliferation of high technology industries

and their products is far more likely to reduce the skill requirements

for jobs in the U.S. economy than to upgrade them.

In the remainder of this paper we will examine the two common

assumptions about high technology and the supporting evidence in greater

7
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detail. We will then discuss the educational implications of bur
high-technology future.

Future Emplloyment Groith
To what degree will high teChnology jobs dominate future employment

growth? Accurate predictio7 on the composition of future employment
depend on the analysis of many factors.- These include such influences
as economic growth, labor florce demography, foreign trade movements
(many of which are influenCed by changes in international exchange
rates), technological breakthroughs, and decisions of multi-national
organizations with respect to the international rationalization of
production. Many of these fa tors are diffic;ult to predict because they_
are subject to political and e onomic vagaries on a world scale.

While no methodology is likely to provide completely accurate
results, those that consider a large number of pertinent influences are ^
likely to be superior to simple extrapolations or other uncomplicated
projections. In this respect, the estimates of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) of the U. S. Department of Labor represen some of the
most refined attempts to project the growth and composition of future
employment.

Since th-e 1960s BLS has peTiciiiicarly conducted a series of
projection studies based on an economic growth model. Over the last two
decades "the methodology has been continually modified to include
greater industrial detail, other models, more rigorous analytical
techniques, a more au,t,omatic system for processing calnulatioRs, and
broader. Overage inctudintlabor force and occupations xllecurrent
version" (Oliver 1982, p. 1). The methodology incorporates several
assumptions about growth in the labor force, economic output, and
productivity. Further, to allow for uncertainty, recent projections
for the year 1990--are based on three different scenarios, regarding the
growth of these various factors. The more optimistic projections assume
high growth rates in economic output and productivity, while the more

conservative projections assume lower growth rates.
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The employment projections are based on occupational employment
patterns within detailed industries in 1978, projected employment
patterns within these industries in 1990, and projected total employment
wi-thin each industry based on the economic projections. It is important
to note that employment growth refers only to new jobs added to the
economy rather than job openings. Job openings will be much higher. BLS
estimates that employment growth will account for only one-third of
total job openings between 1978 and 1990_(excluditir
workers' chang_i-ngj-ob-DWith the remainin t -
replacement of work isting jobs who yithdraw from the labo

ecause of death, retirement, or other reasons (U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics 1980, p. 6).

We will limit our discussion to employment growth resulting from
projected creation of new jobs using the BLS figures based on
assumptions of modest growth ratea. According to these figures,
employment will increase by 22 million or 23 percent between 1978 and
1990 (Table 1). The fastest growing job categories in relative
termspercentage change between 1978 and 1990include several high
technology areas. This projected expansion apparently has led to the
commonplace assumption that aggregate job growth will be biased toiiicd
high technology Occupations. Of the five fastest growing occupations,
three--data probessing-machine mechanics, computer systems analysts, and
computer ,operatorsdeal with high-technology products. Employment in
these five octupations is projected to increase by over 100 percent,
more than four times the employment growth rate in all occupations.,,

Such percentage changes are misleading, however. The total number
ol new jobs generated in these and other high technology occupations
will be vastly outweighed by employment growth in other areas.
Slower-growiF,Ig occupations with a large employment base are expected to
contribute far more jobs to the economy than high technology
occupations: Of the 20 occupations expected to generate the-most- jobs
in the economy during this period, not one- is raliited to highr

etechnology. As Table 1 shows, -thefeive occupations expected to produce
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--the most new jobs are all in low sk-1.-1-led areas: janitors, nurses'----aides, sales clerke-,-cashrers, and waiters and waitresses. These five
j_ob-s-ard-de will. account for_.13-percent--orthis total enployment growth
between 1978 and 1990. Only 3 or 4 of the "top 20"ossupation
of total costrib.u.tion-to-j-d growth education beyond the
secondary le_ve_li-a wo-require a college-degree_Cteaching and
nursi

This picture is further reinforced by examination of individual
high technology job categories. While jobs f o r computer systems
analysts will increase by over 100 percent between 1978 and 1990, only -

.--___-----
200,000 new jobs will be created. ___Ln__Contrasti--th-Cre--fai-lrb-e over
600.4.0.0.0-new job-s far janitors an-dsetons-i---rii-fact, more new jobs for

-

janitors will be created- an new jobs in all the five occupations with
.the-Irrghest relative growth rates. Consider another example: about

150,000 new jobs for computer programmers are expected to emerge during
this 12 year period, a level of growth vastly outpaced by the 800,000
new jobs expected for fast foOd workers and kitchen helpers.

Employment growth for the economy as a whole will favor low and
middle level occupations. While employnnt in professionil and
technical occupations is expected to increase by 20 percent for the
twelve year period, this growth rate is lower than in either'of the two
preceding decades (Table 2.).........-Employment in all-professional-and --
managerial occupations increased by 36 percent between 1960 and 1970
and 45 percent between 1970 80v-- 1. .s projected to increase
-by-on1yZffircent between 1978 and 1990. Cleeical-and service
occupations will account for 40 peraeit-o- the employment growth during
this period.

Revised BLS stimates show that high technology occupations, as a
group, will account for only 7 percent of all new jobs between 1980 aud
1990 (Coleman 1982). BLS forecasts are further supported by other
government analyses, such as those by the Department of Defense (Choate

1983).

10
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In summary, gove I estImates suggest that employment growth
cal jobs that require little or no training beyond the high,
school level. Although employment in high technology occupations will
increase quIckly in percentage terms over this decade, the contribut-ion
of these jobs to total employment growth_will-be-qUfa small.

The Impact of Technolo
While the 6ro_w-t-h--c1high technology occupations will not have a

sma-jo-r-Pact on overall employment growth in the foreseeable future,
high technology will have a profound impact on many jobs in the economy.-
Increas ingly workers in a variety of work settings will find ei-r-tobli
altered by sophisticated computertesbnologies. Secrotarieswill work
with word proces_s_inge'quIpment; bookkeepers will use computerized,
financial spread sheets; -clerical workers in purchasing and inventory
will apply their skills to automated and computerized record systems;
mechanics will use diagnostic equipment employing mini-computers; and
telephone operators will rely on computerized directories. But will the
use of these new technologies require workers with more sophisticated
skills?

To answer this question, it is necessary to examine how technology
is applied in the workplace. The application of technology is-p-sirt of a
more fundamental process thaticia characterized
his rocess of dividing work tasks into simplified
operations that require few skills to perform. Through this process
production tasks are fragmented into repetitive and routinized
activities for which unskilled and low paid workers can be employed.
This movement toward a minute division of labor was first advocated by
Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations and later refined by Charles
Babbage:

Babbage's principle is fundamental to the evolution.of the
division of labor...it gives expression not to a technical
aspect of the division of labor, but to its cocial aspect.Insofar as the labor process may be dissociated, it may be
separated into elements some of which are simpler than others
and each of which is simpler than the whole. Translated into

lit



marke.t.-terms-,---th-ii- means that the labor power capable of per-
forming the process may be_purchased- mare chi-41y as dissocia-
ted elements_than-as.-t CaPacity Integrated in a single worker.

Itfit to the handicrafts and then to the mechanical
crafts, Babbage's principle eventually becomes the underlying
farce governing all forms of work ,.nO matter in what setting
or at what hierarchical level (Braverman 1974, pp. 31-82).

Technology aids this procesLThe-divislon Of 'work tasks into

component- parta- is-often accompanied by the Mechanization of -some of-

those tasks. For example, the assemblrIthe adofita- by Hefty-Ford-ear--
in this- centurY, although first coritrolled by nonmechanical methods, was

soon mechanized (Gartman 1979, p. 200). As technology advances, an

increasing number of work tasks .can be mechanize4. Advances-- in

micro-electrooics, in particular, threaten to further fragment work

tasks and contribute to the "deskilling` of jobs (Cooley 1983).

The process of fragmentation not only allows employers to-lower--

their costs, but to better control the production process. The

organization of work in the United States has evolved from many small,

local units into a meh-smal-ler number of large, hierarchical, national
_and international organizations. This transformation has been

accompanied by moreSsophisticated methods of control (Marglin 1974;
1

Edwards 1979).
Technology also aids efforts to control the workplace:
Machinery offers to management the opportunity to do by wholly
mechanized means that which it had previously attempted to do
by organization and disciplinary means. The famt that many
macynes may be paced and controlled according to centralized
decit4ons, and that these controls may thus be in the hands of
management, removed from the site of p.radz-o-t-i-on-to-tW
office--these teCiiiical possibilities are of just akireat
interest to management as the fact that the machine multip/ies
the productivity of labor (Braverman 1974, p. 195).

In the case of the automotive assembly line, for example, mechanization

not only reduced labor costs but allowed management to siore easily

control the pace of production (Gartman 1979).

12
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It is often asserted that while machines will increasingly perform
tasks previously performed by workers, generally the machines will
perform the most tedious and least skilled tasks. That is, the most
desirable and challenging taliks will continue to be performed by
workers. Further, as aut3mation becomes more widespreid, with more and
more workers using complex, sophisticated machines, workers will need
-increasingly complex skills to work with them.

JaMes Bright, a professor at the Harvard Business School,
investigated similar claims more than 20 years ago. He examined the
effects of automation on job skill requirements in a variety of U.S.
manufacturing firms. The general assumption, which was as common then
as today, was that

increasing levels of automation required increasing
skills by operators and other production workers (Figure 1). Bright
observed, however, that the skill requirements of jobs first increased
and then decreased sharply as the degree of mechanization increased:

...there was more evidence that automation has reduced theski 1 1 requirements of the operating work force, and occasionally of the entire factory force including the maintenance
crganization...automated machinery tends to require lessoperator skill after zertain levels of mechanization areachieved. It seems that the average worker will, masterdifferent job s more quickly and easily in the use of: highlyautomatic machinery. Many socalled key skilled jobs,currently requiring long experience and training, will bereduced to easily learned, machinetending jobs (Bright 1958,pp. 86-87).

Evidence for the United States as a whole supports Bright's conclusions:
aggregate skill requirements of jobs in the U.S. economy have changed
very little over the last two decades despite

widespread automation in
many industries (Rutherger 1981).

Case studies that have documented the application of more recent
technologies in a broad variety of work settings confcrm this tendency
(Zimbalist 1979a). For example, many of the jobs in the printing
industry, such as typesetting,

press operating, and photoengraving,
historically have required highly complex craft skills (Zimbalist
1979b). A series of technological

advances over the last 30 years has

13
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enabled many of these operations to be performed by machines. The

introduction of teletypesetting machines in the 1950s took over many
manual typesetting operations. Then the introduction of computer-aided
phototypesetting in the 1960s took over the tasks of word hyphenation
and line justification. Finally the introduction of video display
terminals removed the tasks of composing from the press floor altogether
.(2imbalist 1979b) pp. 107-109). These advances reduced sharply the
skill levels of workers who remained in the newspaper composiro; room.

The computer industry itself, the heart of the high technology
revolution, provides another case. Early computers were not only
large and expensive by today's standards, but they required programmers
and operators with fairly complex skills to use them (Kraft 1977;
Greenbaum 1979). But as the technology changed, so did the tasks and
the skills involved in their operation. Computer programming was'soon
divided into the more creative, skilled tasksperformed by computer
syems analysts--and the more tedious, routine tasksperformed. by
computer programers and coders. Programming itself became easier as
computer languages evolved from high-level machine languages to packaged
programs to more "user-friendly", menu-prompted packages (Kraft 1977).

Advances made in computer software have meant that workers can use
computers in a wide variety of work settings without any knowledge of
computer languages. The new generatinn of office computers, for
example, are specifically designed so that "no special computer skills
are needed to operate" them (Giuliano 1982, p. 149). Moreover, office
computers perform many of the tasks formerly done by secretaries,
actually reducing the requ.isite skills Of office work (Glenn and
Feldberg 1979). Word processors can correct typing errors automatically
by use of electronic dictionaries, So letter-perfect typing and strong
spelling skills are no longer required. In addition, supervisors can
monitor each operator's output and compare productivity among workers
instantaneously (Glenn and Feldberg 1979; Arnold, Birke, and Faulkner
1981).

14
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Computers and other products of the micro-electronics revolution

are transforming work in virtually all sectors of the economy, from

agriculture to transportation to engineering design (Scientific

American 1 982). The future suggests that this transformation will

become even more widespread and that technologies will become
increasingly sophisticated. Machines will be able to perform more

complex, mental tasks as more advanced software is developed. But the

use of such sophisticated equipment will not necessarily require workers

with more sophisticated skills. In fact, past technological advances

suggest the opposite is often the case. The automobile of today is far

more sophisticated than its predecessor of fifty years ago. Yet,

today's car is far easier to drive. Computers are far more

sophisticated today than they were 10 or 20 years ago. But programming

and using computers are considerably less demanding today, and many

computer-related jobs require virtually no knowledge of computers.

A related concern is that entire classes of skilled workers will

disappear or will be severely reduced in nutkers as their jobs are

replaced by robots or computer software.. For example, robots could

replace up to 3 million operative jobs in the next 20 years and

potentially eliminate all 8 million operative positionscurrently 8

perceut of the workforceby the year 2025 (Ayres and Miller 1982, p.

42). The widespread use of computer-aided design 4GAD) may Virtually

eliminate the occupation of drafter in the not-too-distant future, a

potential loss of 300,000 skilled positions (Gunn 1982). The potential

of high technology to displace jobs more generally is ominous (Leontief

1982).

It is clear that applications of high technology can be used to

enhance the quality of working life and, the utilization of worker

skills, or to redline them (Walton 1982). The outcome will depend on how

the technologies a r e applied and how employers use them. Past

applications of technology in the workplace as well as present evidence

suggest that future technologies will further simplify and routinize

work tasks and reduce opportunities for worker individuality end

15
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judgement. Moreover, the displacement in jobs and the downgrading of

skill requirements for most of the new positions will undermine

employment generally, and especially the employment of skilled workers.

Educational Implications

-Given the widely, advertised view that high technology will

dominate the demand for new workers and raise skill requirements of

jobs, the usual prescription is that there must be a vast transfórmtion

of the educational system. It s assumed that rising Skill levela for

employment will require more training in mathematics, computer science,

and technical applications for the labor force as a whole as well as

an increasing number of workers with specialized training in these

fields. consequently, schools must adapt to these new responsibilities

through major upgrading of mathematics and science curricula as well as

teacher preparation. Schools also need to establish specialized courses

of study in computer applications and programming to provide vocational

training for high school and commit), college students.

We have asserted, however, that while some jobs will require these

skills, the vast majority will not. Indeed, one of the major purposes

and effects of high technology is to simplify or reduce the skill

requirements for performing a particular wark task. With the exception

of a relatively small number of highly specialized positions for

designing and implementing high technology applications, most jobs will

not require higher skill levels. Industrial shifts and technological

change may require different skills, but the preponderance of.persons

affected by such shifts will, not need more mathematics or computer

science. And, for significant numbers of jobs, the skill requirements

that will have to be met will be lessdemanding.

3ased upon these assessments, what educational policies are

implied?

First, the general educational requirements for creating good

citizens and productive workers are not likely to be altered

significantly by high technology. Everyone should acquire strong

16
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analytic, expressive, communicative, and computational skills as well as

extensive knowledge of political, economic, social, and cultural

institutions. These aptitudes and knowledge are required for
understanding daily experiences and for ensuring access to social

opportunities. To the degree that 'the present schools fall short of

providing these results, they should be sought for their o'wn sake rather

than because of the claim that they are required for a high technology

future.

Second, since we cannot predict in any precise sense which jobs

will be available to particular persons, which jobs they will select

from among those available, and what the chancteristics of jobs will, be

over a forty year working life, it is best to provide students with a

strong general education and an ability to adapt to a changing work

environment. Such adaptation requires a sufficient store of information

about culture, language, society and technology gs well as the ability

to apply that information and' acquire new knowledge. Accordingly,

general academic and vocational preparation should be stressed, as

oppoaed to specific training, especially for young students.

Specific job skills can best be learned on the job, if a worker's

general background is sufficient (Thurow 1.975). Recent surveys of both

U.S. and British employers indicate that they seek new employees with a

sound education and good work habits rather ,than narrow vocational

skills (Maguire and Ashton 1981; Wilns 1983).

Third, if changes in work requirements arise abruptly and change

occurs at a -faster rate than previously, the educational system may need -

to respond more quickly and efficiently to training needs. It may

require better ties with industry and should not exclude the possibility

of more industry-based training activities. It should also be tied to a

system of recurrent education, since workers will no longer be able to

acquire a .set of job skills at the beginning of their careers that will

be useful over their entire work lives (Levin and Schutze 1983; Mushkin

1974).

17
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In summary, the educational implications of high technology are

that a solid basic education rather than narrow vocational preparation

will become more important in the future. This will require elementary

and secondary schools to strengthen virtually all their instructional

offerings that require analytical and communicative skills.
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Table 1

Employment and Employment Growth in the Fastest Growing Occupations: 1978-90

Occupations Employment

(thousands)

1978 1990

Employment Growth 1978-90

Number of Jobs

(percent
Percentage of all
Increase (thousands) occupations)

Fastest relative grawtha

1. Data processing machine
mechanics 63 156 148 93 0.4

2. Paralegal 28 66 132 38 0.2
3. Computer systems analysts 185 384 108 199 0.9
4. Computer operators 169 317 88 148 0.7
5. Office machine and gash

register servicers 49 89 81 40 0.2

Total 494 1012 105 518 .2.4

Fas t es t absolute grawth
b

1. Janitors and sextons 2585 3257 26 672 3.1
2. Nurses' aides and orderlies 1089 1683 55 594 2.7
3. Sales clerks 2771 3362 21 591 2.7
4. Cashiers 1501 2046 36 545 2.5
S. Waiters/Waixresses 1539 2071 35 532 2.4

Total 9485 12419 31 2934 13.3

Total, all occupations 97610 119590 23 21980 100.0

a
Based on the percentage increase in the number of jobs created

b
Based on the number of jobs created

--

SourceC Carey (1981), Table 2
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Table 2
1. 1

4

Employment Growth by Major Occupation Gpui,:

v

1960-90

Employment Grmath

Major Occupation Group
(1)

(percentage ution)

1970-80
(2)

1978-90

(3)

Professional and technical 30.0 22.3 20.3
Managerial 6.0 22.7 7.7
Sales 5.8 2.6 7.0
Clerical 32.9 21.0 20.0
Crafts 11.2 9.5 12.2
Operatives 7.5 1.8 10.0
Laborers .7 4.8 4.8
Farm workers -14.5 - .2 - 2.6
Service 20.4 15.5 20.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Sources: (1)-(2) Rumberger (1983), Table 2; (3) Carey (1981); Table 2.'



Figure 1

The Relationship Between Increasing Levels of Automation
and Job Skill Requirements

lacrodon devil d evemook ow/mhos

Source: Bright (1966), p. 11-209.
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